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The Role of a School District’s Chief Information
Officer: Communication, Consensus, Collaboration,
Buy-Ins and Budgeting
An Interview with Maribeth Luftglass, Assistant Superintendent and Chief
Information Officer, Fairfax County (VA) Public Schools
When they begin a new job, the chief information officers (CIOs) in
nearly all government, non-profit or corporate organizations encounter
a problem, a seemingly minor dilemma whose resolution may have farreaching strategic ramifications, including the eventual disruption of an
organization’s status quo in pursuit of a new technology paradigm.
Maribeth Luftglass recalls the 1999 epiphany that set her career as an
education CIO in motion:
“I’d just begun my job as Fairfax County CIO. Task #1 was to help my superintendent
send an email message simultaneously to all of the FCPS teachers and staff. He’d
been unable to send that message, she explains, “because there had been no
central standardization or support.” Instead, she adds, “there were six email systems
in use at the Fairfax County public schools. Some of our schools had separate
systems. For example, administrative support at the central office used Microsoft
Exchange. The teachers used First Class, a school based email system. None of the
systems talked to each other. But the superintendent needed to talk to all 25,000
employees. It seems like a simple problem now but not then. It meant that people
had to give up their various proprietary email systems that they loved.”

“My Job Would Entail Far More than Technology Expertise”
To put everyone on the same email system, “I had to get the board’s support.
Overall, though, in the beginning, the prospect of change was not popular. But we
successfully worked our way through it. Now everyone’s on the same system. The
email system is community-based as well so that we can communicate
simultaneously to all parents and others.”

The transition process was completed in two years, she says. “Part of the reason it
took so long was that I was brand new and had to ease my way in. We completed
the technical part during one summer. But getting the buy-ins, obtaining board
approval and funding took a while. It was much less a technical challenge than a
political and operational challenge.”
She quickly learned, “that my job would entail far more than technology expertise:
I’d have to be a diplomat who was able to manage effectively, a consensus builder,
a budget expert and a communicator in order to get anything done. I had to meet
with the various stakeholders, including teachers, the school board – I was part of the
executive leadership team in the schools – and principals. It was a great way to
introduce myself to pivotal groups and individuals.”
Regardless of a district’s size and the scope of an IT plan, at least two rules of
successful implementation are universal, Ms. Luftglass insists. The plan must be directly
tied to the overall strategic plan of the school system and buy-in must be obtained
from all pertinent sources.
“We all have limited resources, so making sure that the priorities of the systems we’re
going to be implementing directly align with the strategic goals of the school district
is essential.”
Comprehensive buy-in, she emphasizes, is a constant and necessary exercise in
diplomacy. “For example, we have a technology working group that has
representation from throughout the school district, including teacher representation,
principals, school-based technology staff, special education, our instructional and
curriculum instruction department, human resources and facilities. We gather
monthly to make sure that our technology plan is supporting the overall mission and
priorities of the district and that we have buy-in from all key stakeholders. Since
resources are limited, we have to ensure that what we are doing is critical for our
school system as a whole.”
Avoiding conflict over IT plan costs in a low-funding era is a challenge tempered by
the buy-in process, she says. “All of the planning participants are involved from the
outset and all have buy-in. We have to be willing to scale back if the funding isn’t

there. Occasionally, we may decide to do a pilot program rather than full
implementation.”
The IT team consists of several levels, she explains. “In all of our major
initiatives we have a steering committee made up of assistant
superintendents. Our 245 schools and centers are divided into eight
clusters. Our team includes one or two cluster assistant
superintendents to represent the schools. The team also includes assistant
superintendents of instruction and special education.” Also included are the district’s
chief financial officer (CFO) and the human resources head.
Curriculum and special education are permanently represented on the district
steering committee, which meets quarterly on major initiatives. A working group
consists of directors of various aspects of technology and instruction. Teachers,
including special education teachers, and principals from all three school levels are
represented. The technology contingent includes security personnel and software
developers. “We have a very strong project management office that coordinates all
relevant participants and vendors in any major technology initiative,” she says. The
project manager, too, is a member of the steering committee and the working
group.
“The best decisions are made jointly by the entire project team and referred to the
steering committee for approval. Once a decision to move ahead is made, we track
and monitor to ensure that goals are met on time and on budget. Even if we have to
scale back we use the same structure to make sure we’re on track.”

Universal Challenges
District CIOs nationwide, regardless of district size, she notes, “experience the
challenge of ensuring that a system will be compatible with the other technologies
we employ. In the past couple of years the county implemented a major special
education system automating the IEP process so that a student’s IEP can be routed
and tracked. We wanted to be certain that this application was going to work for our
teachers and would be compatible with business requirements. We also wanted to
make sure that it would not adversely impact our network or interfere with other
applications.”

A segmented technology assessment lab improved the likelihood of compatibility,
she says. “We can bring any kind of new technology – including hardware, software
or peripherals – into our lab so that we can have a closed-off environment, not on
our full wide area network but in a segmented environment so that we can
determine whether the application works. We use a lot of performance testing. With
a school district our size something that may look really good when it’s seen in a
demo or at a conference may not work so well when 100,000 students are using it.
The system can crash and burn if it’s not properly tested as to whether it can handle
our volume. So we do performance benchmark testing. I’d recommend that all
school systems with an IT plan perform create a facility to conduct this kind of testing.
“We also bring our key stakeholder users into our lab to make sure
that the technology works as advertised and that it’s compatible
with all the other technology running in our system. We have
hundreds if not thousands of applications that we use in our
schools for various purposes and curricular areas, all of which
have to be working in happy harmony on our systems and
network.
“We have various laptops, desktops and wireless access; we also want to make
certain that they, too, are compatible with all of our school technology.”

One for All: Blackboard Is the Glue
The Fairfax County schools, in which 3,300 students carry IEPs calling for assistive
technology use, run a single IT system that accommodates general and special
education students. “We don’t separate the systems out, although we do have
specialized applications for our special education students, especially if they have a
need for assistive technology.” Special education classroom technologies, she says,
include the Dana Alphasmart notetaker
(http://www.ioddev.org/inventory_detail.php?equip_id=2716 ), the Neo portable
word processor and Dell Notebooks.
Special education software in use in the county’s classrooms includes the Kidspiration
graphic organizer (http://www.inspiration.com/Freetrial), the Intellipics multimedia
report creator (http://assistivetech.sf.k12.sd.us/intellipics.htm ), the Intellitalk word
processor (http://atto.buffalo.edu/registered/Tutorials/IT2/index.php ) and the
Buildability authoring tool (http://donjohnston.com/.) According to Ms. Luftglass,

“we have several speech/voice recognition applications, not only for classroom use
but also online for standardized testing use. Our AT kids use a wide variety of software
and hardware devices.”
Because inclusion, Ms. Luftglass says, “is a very important part of
our mission, many of our special education students share
classrooms with general education students. Therefore, we
determine whether these applications are effective in all of the
classrooms in all of our schools. We make certain that all of the
devices, whether they are AT devices or other devices for
students with learning disabilities who may be using a laptop for classwork, are
compatible and operate seamlessly with other technology in all classroom
environments.”
Even if individual students have special accommodations or special needs, she says,
the students all participate in an inclusion classroom environment appropriate to his
or her needs. “For example, all of our general education and special education
students use Blackboard (http://www.blackboard.com/), as do all parents and
teachers.”

Adapting the Curriculum to New Technological Advantages: eCART
Ms. Luftglass advocates curriculum adaptation even before the IT plan
implementation process commences. “Adaptation of curriculum to technology
should occur as the plan is being developed,” she declares. “Our technology plan is
developed jointly between our special education, instructional curriculum and
technology offices. We work hand in hand. We meet regularly. We are on the
superintendent’s leadership team. Our entire summer curriculum, for example has
technology that is fully integrated into the planning process.”
Her IT plan employs eCART (Electronic Curriculum Assessment Resource
Tool (http://www.fcps.edu/is/instructionaltechnology/ecart/ ), a formative
assessment online curriculum system. “eCART provides our teachers access on the
web to curriculum resources that are directly tied to our formative assessment
system. A student, for example, will take a practice test that identifies students in a
classroom who are not achieving a certain standard or benchmark. The test ties into

curriculum resources, lesson plans, web resources, and video resources related to the
specific standard or benchmark that the student is failing to achieve.”
The information gleaned from this connection, she explains, enables the teacher to
access resources associated with the curricular area of student weakness, helping
the student’s teacher teach in a more targeted way. “That application is developed
jointly between our curriculum instruction staff and the technology staff,” she notes.
No decisions involving curriculum and technology are made independently, she
insists. “For example, we just did a presentation to our school board on the e-CART
application. The presentation was conducted jointly by me and by my counterpart,
the assistant superintendent/instruction. If the technology staff does not operate
hand in hand with the curriculum staff success will not be achieved. That’s how we
get successful roll-outs: by having everyone on the same page all the time.”

The Elephant in the Room: Content Filtering
Yet despite the wide scope of her IT team’s influence and operations, Ms. Lustglass
explains that as a matter of policy she has no control over an issue vexing many
teachers: convincing a school’s IT staff to eliminate Internet filters in order to
enhance teacher access to web resources for classroom use.
Explains Ms. Luftglass: “We abide by federal law and CIPA
(Children’s Internet Protection Act) by having Internet content
filtering in place that restricts certain websites which may be
harmful to juveniles. Inappropriate content that is filtered
includes content known to be obscene, harmful to juveniles, or
child pornography (as defined in the Code of Virginia), and
content known to promote, encourage, or provide the skills to commit illegal,
criminal activities (in accordance with Student Responsibilities and Rights). If there is a
particular site that is blocked that should not be, or that is needed for an instructional
purpose, such as a discussion on gun control in a civics class, we have a process to
unblock a particular site.” Moreover, she adds, “The school IT staff does not approve
or deny a student/teacher web access request. Those requests go directly to the
school principal. When a principal approves a specific request, the IT staff
implements it (either the local IT staff person or the central IT service desk). If we get
such a request/complaint, we refer it back to the local school principal.”

Retaining Infrastructure and Network Fidelity
A high degree of cooperation also exists, she says, between IT planners and
curriculum professionals in the support of networking that connects the classroom to
the larger community.
“When we conduct any kind of major initiative we do extensive piloting and testing,
especially in our labs, and we don’t just have the technology people testing certain
applications and technologies; we ask our curriculum professionals to participate in
the testing.”
The school system runs a complex video application for video clips associated with
the county’s curriculum, she explains. “Having lots of video on a network can eat up
bandwidth and bring the network down. We work with the curriculum staff
collectively to try to devise best practices and policies on how to implement video in
order to learn when to most efficiently download video onto the local system and
run it live across the network.
“Either we have to upgrade our bandwidth to accommodate video volume, which
we do; or sometimes we have to admit that the application is not going to work over
wireless unless we add access points so that a school can handle increased
multimedia volume. This is another example of the necessity and effectiveness of joint
planning. If there are only 10 students in a classroom watching the video in question
on separate computers we are going to have capacity issues. We have various ways
of making sure that our infrastructure remains abreast of our curriculum needs.”
The process, she emphasizes, is an ongoing and negotiated process. “Like every
public school system in the U.S. regardless of size, ours lacks an infinite amount of
money to invest in our infrastructure. Therefore, we sometimes advise teachers that
they can’t download videos during our peak use time between, for instance, 10 AM
and 2 PM. If they download their videos after 2 PM they can view them locally in their
classroom and there will be no impact on the system, or run the videos on their Smart
board instead of permitting students to run the video on their individual laptops. We
work on best practices so that we continue to embrace the new technology as it
becomes available – but we still work to retain the fidelity of our network and
infrastructure.”

Providing Ongoing Tech Support for Educators and
Students
The county’s IT plan offers a multi-faceted approach to
providing ongoing tech support to educators and students,
Ms. Luftglass explains. ”We utilized industry best practices
via the International Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL),
which features international best practices for technology support worldwide. Many
businesses are ITIL-certified because they use ITIL best practices methodology for
implementing infrastructure and tech support. The program is not yet as visible in the
education community although I’m seeing more and more of it there.”
In Fairfax County, she says, “we are ITIL-certified and follow ITIL best practices. For
example, we have a service desk that can take a wide range of inquiries from
students, teachers and others. The desk has a knowledge bank and can handle
much of the first-tier support We also have a school-based technology specialist
imbedded in each of our schools whose job it is to help teachers integrate
technology into the curriculum. Most of their technology training is administered in
the school by our local school-based technology specialists.
“To supplement that training we conduct online training. We do a lot of e-learn
training employing applications including Microsoft Office, Blackboard and apps
that are locally developed. We conduct multimedia online training that’s self-paced.
Teachers can access this online learning at their convenience. This multi-tiered
approach includes our service staff and a local imbedded staff development
professional.” Online training augments that support, she adds.
Students are also part of her support infrastructure, she says. “We use student support
teams to assist in basic troubleshooting with printers and other equipment in our
schools, making sure, of course that the students do not have access to critical
information systems.”

Coping with the Influx of Personal Devices: Striking a Balance
The Fairfax County IT plan takes pains to avoid creating specific duties, regulations

and policies that run counter to the collaborative technology plan and to the
constantly evolving nature of technology, Ms. Luftglass notes.
“We create our policies in close collaboration with other departments. For example,
in the past couple of years we’ve seen a big influx of personal devices in our
network: iPods, iTouches, personal laptops, smartphones, to name just a few. At any
given point during the day there are 101,000 county-owned computers on our
network, plus another 50,000 personal devices. We embrace the new technology but
we maintain strict policies and procedures regarding its use.
“We also segment our network. We have an internal secure network and public
wireless network in all of our buildings. Our policies state, ‘Yes, you can bring in your
own laptop but it must run our standard virus-protection software,’ which we license
because we don’t want anyone to have an excuse not to have our McAfee Virus
check (http://download.cnet.com/McAfee-AntiVirus-Plus-2010/3000-2239_410581368.html) running on a laptop. Those who bring their personal devices to
school must use this virus check. Users must sign an acceptable use policy stating
that they will abide by our rules and procedures in school. If a teacher tells a student
not to use a device, the student is not permitted to use it. Devices are never allowed
to be used for non-educational purposes in our schools or on our network. We’re not
saying, ‘Don’t bring your technology to school.’ Instead we say, ‘Bring your devices
but abide by the rules.’ The approach, she says, “helps ensure that we don’t
introduce viruses into our network. It also helps teachers manage their classrooms
more effectively when their students have their own devices in class.
“We’ve integrated individual technology into our Smartboards. When appropriate,
students can bring out their devices, use them and integrate them into the curricular
day. When students are taking a test, however, that technology is off and out of
sight.”
Those policies, she remarks, “should evolve with the technology. There was a time not
long ago when we had no policies for personal devices inside our network. We didn’t
allow cellphones in our schools. The kids are still not allowed to use their cellphones
during the school day but they are allowed to carry them, even in the elementary
schools.”

There are now specific circumstances, she says, when students are permitted to use
their cellphones in class. “It sometimes seems that these policies evolve almost on a
daily basis, like our acceptable use policy and our policy for personal devices. Yet
these policies, too, are formulated jointly between the technology staff, network
security and our teaching, instruction and curriculum staff to ensure that the policies
aren’t overly restrictive or, sometimes, too loose. Occasionally our school and
classroom management professionals might prefer use policies that are tighter than
we’d like. The goal, though, is to strike a balance that all are comfortable with.”

Powering Up in School
Nationwide, studies say, students “power up” their personal technology
devices as soon as the school day ends, Ms. Luftglass says, and then
“power down” at eight o’clock the following morning when school
doors open. “That’s not our philosophy. We believe that we need to
adapt to our kids’ world and our kids’ environment. You can find
“Fairfax County Public Schools” on Facebook. You can follow us on
Twitter. We embrace these technologies, but we have to do so in a thoughtful way. If
we let them, students would spend all day on Facebook. However, embracing the
world they live in and the world in which they’ll be working is what we have to do.
This approach keeps our kids engaged. They live in a video world, a multimedia
world and we should too.”
This approach, she states, “may contribute to the 98% daily attendance rate in our
schools, as opposed to the 50% daily attendance rate in some New York City schools,
for instance. We strive to make our schools places where kids want to come. Part of
the reason we’ve adopted this approach, frankly, is parent pressure, but we believe
that school ought to be an engaging environment for students to learn in – and our
technology plays a major role in that belief.
“Technology literacy is one of the strategic goals we’ve established for all of our
students. This goal is backed by our school board and leadership teams. For instance,
we have a school board policy stating that all of our 12,000 teachers will have their
Blackboard sites up by back-to-school night.” These sites, she points out, keep
parents, students and others informed online about classroom activities.”

This requirement, she says, is non-negotiable. “Teachers must respond to emails within
24 hours.” Is there some resistance to these ironclad policies? “Sure,” Ms. Luftglass
admits, “and some teachers will update their sites more often than others. We have
parents who expect and demand this approach. They want to see those homework
assignments posted. They want to know what’s going on at school every day. Parents
want to be part of that process.”
In Fairfax County, she notes, 60,000 of the 120,000 parents have access to
Blackboard. “All students and teachers must have access. That said, we’re careful to
grant our teachers the autonomy they need in order to teach many of the curricular
areas, but we’re also tight in some areas. For example, [in the requirement that]
everyone in the district use Blackboard. When students move from one school to
another school in the county they have a common application. They know how to
use it as do the teachers. The same with email. They can use any email system they
want as long as it’s Microsoft Exchange.”
Not everyone, she readily concedes, was happy with these policies. “Many weren’t
thrilled with them. We had some early retirements.”
Training, she says, has played an ongoing role in implementing this approach. Inschool training, she points out, has been 100% successful among the district’s
teachers. “While not all of our classrooms have Smart boards, many do. Our teachers
have grown accustomed to having electronic interactive libraries in their classrooms,
and teachers have a local resource if they need help.
“We’re also finding that we have some super-user teachers who will help each other.
Professional learning communities are a huge part of our culture. Teachers work in
collaborative teams. This approach is associated primarily with academic instruction,
making sure that all kids are learning, but that professional learning community is also
collaborating on the use of technology.”
Great resources, she remarks, can be developed using a Smart board. “Teachers
share those resources. With Blackboard, sometimes our teachers will work together to
come up with one site for their various algebra classes, for example, and they’ll do so
together and jointly. That’s perfectly fine as long as everyone has it and all students’
classes are using it. We encourage this collaboration and sharing. If teachers come
up with a great lesson plan, share it! We’ve moved a long, long way from ‘my

proprietary classroom’ and my lesson plan to sharing and collaboration, which is
good for kids.”
Surprisingly, she notes, it is not only the incoming teachers who have taken
enthusiastically to the powered-up in-school environment. “Most of the incoming
teachers are technologically experienced and have been using Blackboard in all
their courses, for example. They expect the technology to be in their new school. Yet
we have more than a few veteran teachers who are fabulous when it comes to
technology use. Not only do they have experience in their respective curriculum
areas, they also have experience with and enthusiasm for technology. They go all
out for technology.
“My mother, a former teacher and guidance counselor, is an avid Facebook user.
She organized her 60th high school reunion on Facebook. There is enthusiasm for
technology among all age groups and there is resistance to technology at all age
groups.”
Given the accelerated evolution of information and instructional technology, not to
mention the consumer technology students bring to her district’s schools, does Ms.
Luftglass anticipate significant changes in her responsibilities three or five years from
now? “My core responsibility won’t change,” she predicts. “In the future, as in the
present, my primary task will be to follow the changes in the education environment.
Whatever the latest and greatest technology is years from now, we’ll be there to
deploy it for the benefit of our students and teachers.”

